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Magnetic topological quantum materials (TQMs) provide a fertile ground for the 
emergence of fascinating topological magneto-electric effects. Recently, the discovery 
of intrinsic antiferromagnetic (AFM) topological insulator MnBi2Te4 that could 
realize quantized anomalous Hall effect and axion insulator phase ignited intensive 
study on this family of TQM compounds. Here, we investigated the AFM compound 
MnBi4Te7 where Bi2Te3 and MnBi2Te4 layers alternate to form a superlattice. Using 
spatial- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, we identified ubiquitous 
(albeit termination dependent) topological electronic structures from both Bi2Te3 and 
MnBi2Te4 terminations. Unexpectedly, while the bulk bands show strong temperature 
dependence correlated with the AFM transition, the topological surface states show 
little temperature dependence and remain gapless across the AFM transition. The 
detailed electronic structure of MnBi4Te7 and its temperature evolution, together 
with the results of its sister compound MnBi2Te4, will not only help understand the 
exotic properties of this family of magnetic TQMs, but also guide the design for 
possible applications. 
Introduction 
Magnetism breaks the time reversal symmetry (TRS) that is crucial in the topological 
quantum materials (TQMs). Its interplay with topological electronic structures can foster 
profoundly interesting phenomena (e.g. quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAH), 
topological electromagnetic dynamics) and give rise to new states (e.g. magnetic Dirac and 
Weyl semimetals, axion insulators and topological superconductors [1-8]). Until recently, 
the introduction of magnetism into TQMs was typically achieved by magnetic doping in 
existing TQMs, such as the observation of QAH effect in V- or Cr-doped (Bi1-xSbx)2Te3 
thin films [9-11]. On the other hand, although there have been numerous intrinsic magnetic 
TQMs proposed theoretically [6, 12-18], their experimental realization are rare other than 
a few magnetic Weyl compounds [19-21]. 
Recently, a new magnetic topological insulator was theoretically proposed and soon 
experimentally verified in a layered compound MnBi2Te4, which possesses intrinsic 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) order[22-25] and provides a practical platform to realize many 
interesting phenomena and phases, such as quantized anomalous Hall effect [26], axion 
insulator phase[27] and high number Chern insulator phase[28] in its thin films. However, 
despite these exciting developments, there has been a fundamental puzzle unsolved 
regarding the topological electronic structure in MnBi2Te4, that its topological surface 
states (TSSs) were observed to show a diminished gap even at the AFM state [29-32], in 
contrast to the theoretical calculations that expect sizeable gaps [23]. This discrepancy 
suggests that the magnetic, electronic structures and their interplay in MnBi2Te4, 
particularly on surface, requires further investigations. 
Interestingly, due to the van der Waals interaction between MnBi2Te4 (MBT) layers, it is 
possible to intercalate other thin films, such as Bi2Te3 (BT) layers to form a series of 
superlattice [MnBi2Te4]m[Bi2Te3]n (m=1,2,3…, n=0,1,2,…). By controlling the ratio of the 
MnBi2Te4 and Bi2Te3 layer numbers, one can systematically tune the coupling between 
adjacent MnBi2Te4 layers and study the evolution of their magnetic properties and 
electronic structures. This flexibility makes this series of compounds an ideal platform for 
investigating the interplay between magnetism, topology and electronic structure in 
intrinsic magnetic topological insulators.  
In this work, we focus our study in the MnBi4Te7 crystal, or the MnBi2Te4 : Bi2Te3=1:1 
superlattice (see Fig. 1A). The fact that the two adjacent MnBi2Te4 layers are separated by 
a Bi2Te3 layer suggests a weakened magnetic coupling between MnBi2Te4 layers, with a 
lowered magnetic ordering temperature. Indeed, the AFM transition of MnBi4Te7 happens 
at TN ~ 12.5 K [33-37], which is about half of that (TN ~ 25 K) in MnBi2Te4 single crystals 
[25-27, 29, 31]. On the other hand, the weakened AFM interaction could also lead to easier 
introduction of the FM order, as suggested by a recent study that demonstrates an FM like 
magnetic transition at Tc ~ 5K [34-36], making MnBi4Te7 a promising candidate for the 
realization of high temperature QAH effect. 
Despite such importance and the enormous research efforts recently [33-37], The electronic 
structures of MnBi4Te7 remain controversial [34-36] and even puzzling (such as a gap in 
the TSSs as large as 90 meV was recently reported [34] at 300 K, which is much larger 
than the AFM ordering temperature of 12.5 K ). These controversies, as well as the 
intriguing differences between the electronic structures of MnBi2Te4 (reported to harbour 
gapless TSSs [29-32]) and MnBi4Te7 (reported to harbour gapped TSSs [34-36]), calls for 
a systematic investigation on the bulk and surface electronic structure of MnBi4Te7. 
By combining synchrotron and laser light sources, we carried out comprehensive angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) studies on MnBi4Te7, and identified its 
topological electronic structures including the characteristic TSSs. Furthermore, the high 
spatial resolution (~ 1 m) in our experiments allowed us to identify the two terminations 
(MBT-terminated and BT-terminated) on the cleaved sample surfaces, both showing 
gapless TSSs within our energy resolution, similar to the gapless TSSs in MnBi2Te4 [31]. 
Finally, we carried out temperature-dependent measurements of both bulk and TSS bands, 
which shows intriguing difference across the magnetic phase transition: while the bulk 
states show a clear reduction of band splitting, the TSSs remain gapless. This difference 
indicates a complex influence of magnetism and interlayer coupling on the topological 
electronic structure in this family of magnetic topological insulators. 
Results  
Sample Characterization 
MnBi4Te7 crystallizes into a hexagonal lattice with space group of 𝑃3̅𝑚1 (No. 164). It is 
built up from stacking the van der Waals septuple Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te (MBT) and 
quintuple Te-Bi-Te-Bi-Te (BT) layers alternatively, as shown in Fig. 1A. The high quality 
of the single-crystalline samples used in this work is demonstrated by the single crystal X-
ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 1B) and angle scan (Fig. 1C), showing no additional impurity 
phases other than MnBi4Te7. The magnetic susceptibility and electric transport 
measurements (Fig. 1D) are consistent with previous reports [34-36] and clearly show the 
AFM phase transition at TN = 12.1 K. At low temperatures (< 5 K) and under magnetic 
field parallel to the c axis, MnBi4Te7 undergoes a first-order spin-flip transition into a FM-
like phase as manifested by the divergence between zero-field-cooling and field-cooling 
measurements (Fig. 1D). The M - H hysteresis saturates at 𝐻𝑐 = 0.22 T (Fig. 1E), which is 
about 40 times smaller than in MnBi2Te4. The relatively small saturation field suggests 
weaker interlayer magnetic coupling in MnBi4Te7 comparing to MnBi2Te4 and thus makes 
it a promising material candidate for QAH insulators under weak magnetic field. 
Due to their two-dimensional nature, the samples could be cleaved between the MBT and 
BT layers, therefore leaving either MBT- or BT-terminated surfaces (Fig. 1A). As 
demonstrated by the atomic force microscope measurement, after cleaving, we have 
observed terrace heights that are consistent with the thicknesses of MBT, BT and MBT + 
BT layers (Figs. 1F and 1G). Therefore, it is possible to measure the electronic structures 
of both types of terminations on the same sample after a single cleavage. 
Electronic structures on different terminations                                                                             
Figure 2 presents the results of synchrotron-based spatial-resolved ARPES measurements 
(with beam spot size ~ 800 nm, the details of the measurement could be found in the 
supplemental materials). Two types of terminations [(1) and (2)] are well distinguished 
from the real-space intensity map (Fig. 2A right) showing clear contrast on Mn 3d orbitals. 
In addition, clear chemical shifts (see Fig. 2B) are observed on Bi 5d and Te 4p peaks in 
the core level spectra from position (1) and position (2). According to the intensity of Mn 
3d orbital, we ascribe Mn-deficient area (1) and Mn-rich area (2) to BT- and MBT-
terminated surfaces, respectively. 
Figure 2C shows the typical electronic structures measured on BT- and MBT-terminated 
sample surfaces. The band dispersions in a large energy range (~ 5 eV) obtained from areas 
(1) and (2) share overall similarities [Figs. 2C(i) and (ii)]. Nevertheless, there are notable 
differences between them regarding the fine structure and relative intensity of the band 
dispersions. The most prominent distinction is the energy position and relative intensity of 
Mn 3d bands which lie 3 ~ 4 eV below Fermi energy (EF), proving areas (1) and (2) are BT 
and MBT terminations, respectively. The measured electronic structure contains both the 
electronic states from the bulk and surface. Fig. 2D shows the intensity map of the stacked 
momentum distribution curves (MDCs) at EF from the BT termination along the ?̅? − 𝛤 −
?̅?  direction using different photon energies, from which we could find that while the 
features located at ± 0.15 Å-1 show no clear variation with photon energy, the feature 
located around 𝛤  shows alternation in the shape and intensity with photon energy, 
indicating their surface and bulk nature. The observed surface and bulk bands are identified 
as TSSs and bulk conduction band (CB), respectively (see below). 
Topological electronic structure 
The detailed electronic structures of MnBi4Te7 are investigated by high-resolution laser-
based spatial-resolved (beam size ~ 20 m) ARPES measurements (ℎ𝑣 = 6.994 𝑒𝑉) on 
both BT (see Figs. 3A-C) and MBT terminations (see Figs. 3E-G). The superb energy and 
momentum resolutions of laser-ARPES enable the revelation of petal-like hexagonal 
structures on the Fermi surface (FS) from both terminations as shown in Figs. 3A and 3E. 
The signature of the MBT-terminated FS is a large circular electron pocket (see Fig. 3E), 
which is absent on the BT termination. The constant energy contours on both terminations 
show similar conic evolution with binding energy (Figs. 3B and 3F). Figs. 3C and 3D (3G 
and 3H) compare the measured and calculated band dispersions of AFM MnBi4Te7 along 
?̅? − 𝛤 − ?̅? on BT (MBT) terminations. From the comparison, we can separate the bulk 
bands [CB1 - CB3 and valance bands (VB1 - VB2)] that do not show much variation with 
surface terminations from the termination-dependent surface bands (TSSa on BT 
termination and TSSb & SSb on MBT termination). We note that bulk bands also exhibit 
weak termination dependence by cautious analysis (especially the VB1 - VB2), which 
could be due to different projection weights and/or the variation of surface potential due to 
charge transfer on different terminations. The band inversion between the CB and VB are 
contributed by Te-pz and Bi-pz orbitals with opposite parities, similar to Bi2Te3[38], hence 
has a nontrivial topology. The measured bulk gap size is estimated to be ~ 100 meV, which 
is comparable to the value in MnBi2Te4. 
 
On the BT termination, within our energy resolution, the TSSa is found to form a gapless 
structure in the bulk gap. The detailed analysis of the TSSa is plotted in Fig. 3C(iii), where 
the zoomed-in intensity plot (Fig. 3C (iii)) shows the linear dispersion around the Dirac 
point. The MDC (red curve) shows considerable intensity near the Dirac point and the EDC 
(green) across the Dirac point shows the single peak structure corresponding to the TSSa. 
The EDC peak near the Dirac point can be fitted with a single Lorentzian peak as shown 
in the inset of Fig. 3C(iii).  The detailed analysis supports a gapless structure of TSSa within 
the energy resolution of our laser-ARPES (~ 3 meV) near the Dirac point sitting at 0.275 
eV below EF. 
The TSSs can be reproduced in the slab calculation as shown in Fig. 3D.  Notably, the 
lower branch of the TSSs is merged into the VB in the calculation (Fig. 3D). By including 
an onsite electrostatic voltage that is possibly induced by electron transfer process on the 
BT termination, the TSSs are well separated from the bulk bands and a gapless TSS 
presents (See supplemental materials). Such gapless TSSs on the surface of AFM 
MnBi4Te7 could be explained by the attenuation of the TRS breaking magnetization across 
the top BT layer that is insufficiently strong for gap opening in the TSSs. Interestingly, we 
observe a substantial band hybridization between bulk CB2 and surface TSSa, which 
suggests the petal-like hexagonal feature on the FS has the contribution from both TSSa 
and CB2.   
Similarly, we observe gapless TSSs on the MBT termination. The detailed analysis of the 
TSSb are presented in Fig. 3G(iii), including the zoomed-in intensity plot, the MDC around 
the Dirac point as well as the EDC at 𝛤 that can be well fitted by a single Lorentzian peak 
near the Dirac point, all supporting a gapless structure in the TSSs with the Dirac point 
sitting at 0.275eV below EF, similar to the TSSa on the BT termination. Such observation, 
however, is beyond the expectation of ab initio calculation that predicts TSSs with an 
energy gap of about 28 meV and inconsistent with previous synchrotron-based ARPES 
measurements [36]. Such deviation might be resulted from similar mechanisms of gapless 
TSS observed in the sister compound MnBi2Te4, where the extended wave function of 
TSSs is mediated by the average effect of different AFM domains or the disordered surface 
magnetization [13, 29, 31]. Besides, considering the much smaller energy differences 
between the magnetic configurations in MnBi4Te7 [36], local impurities and fluctuation 
could easily lead to nano-sized domains of magnetic order other than the theoretically 
proposed A-AFM configuration [39]. Therefore, the TSSs remain gapless in magnetic 
domains that respect the TRS (see discussion and supplemental materials for details).  
Temperature evolution of the electronic structure of MnBi4Te7 
To investigate the response of topological electronic structure in different magnetic phases, 
we carried out systematic temperature-dependent ARPES measurements across TN, which 
are depicted in Fig. 4 (also see supplemental materials). Across the TN, we observed a dual 
temperature evolution of the bulk states and TSSs (Fig. 4A). As for the TSSs, we note the 
shape of the dispersion remains from the zoomed-in intensity plots around the Dirac point 
(Fig. 4B) and the EDC at the Γ̅ point keeps the single-peak structure at the Dirac point (Fig. 
4C), all suggesting the gapless nature of TSSs remains across the antiferromagnetic phase 
transition. The unexpected robustness of the topological electronic structure of MnBi4Te7 
regardless of the magnetic ordering mimics the situation in MnBi2Te4. 
In contrast, we have found clear band evolution in both CB and VB. The difference of the 
band structure is highlighted by the comparison of the second derivative plot of 
photoemission intensity measured at 7.5 K (AFM phase) and 13.5 K (close to transition) 
and 17 K (PM phase) (Fig. 4D). Evidently, across the AFM-PM phase transition, the VB1 
and VB2 bands shift towards each other while the hybridization between CB2 and TSSa 
bands diminishes due to the relative shift between CB2 and TSSa, as illustrated Fig. 4D 
and supplemental materials. We track the temperature evolution of the above-mentioned 
bands with their EDC peaks at various momenta and different temperatures, as shown in 
Fig. 4E (and Fig. S4). From the extracted peak positions, we found the splitting between 
VB1 and VB2 reduces to minimum above the TN, as summarized in Figs. 4E and 4F. The 
band changes across the AFM transition suggest the keen correlation between the 
electronic structure and magnetic ordering in MnBi4Te7. Especially, the reduction of the 
splitting between VB1 and VB2 maybe due to exchange splitting from the FM MBT layer 
[31, 40] or the disappearing of the kz folding effect across the AFM-PM phase transition 
(see Fig. S7-2 in supplemental materials).  
Discussion  
In contrast to previous first principle calculation and synchrotron-based ARPES studies 
[34-36], our laser-ARPES with superb energy and momentum resolutions identified 
gapless TSSs on both BT- and MBT-terminated surfaces. While the gapless TSS on the BT 
termination is preserved due to intact TRS considering the attenuation of the AFM 
magnetisation across the non-magnetic Bi2Te3 layer (as reproduced by our ab initial 
calculation in Fig. 3D and Fig. S6), the gapless TSS on the magnetic MBT termination is 
beyond the expectation of the calculation that suggests a gapped TSS with an energy gap 
of about 28 meV caused by the broken TRS (Fig. 3H). This observation resembles the 
behavior in MnBi2Te4 system, in which a gapless TSS is attributed to the disordering of 
magnetisation or the mediation of the delocalized TSS by multi-AFM/FM-domains with 
anisotropic orientations of magnetisation [31]. Since the energy difference among distinct 
AFM/FM configurations are even much smaller in MnBi4Te7 than in MnBi2Te4 (e.g., for 
example, the FM phase has energy of ~ 0.5 meV/Mn higher than the lowest A-AFM phase, 
10 times smaller than that in MnBi2Te4; the energy difference between A-type and X-type 
AFM is about 1.7 meV in MnBi2Te4 [23] and 0.5 meV in MnBi4Te7 [36]), multiple 
energetically favourable AFM phases with negligible energy difference are likely to coexist 
in MnBi4Te7, contributing to the gapless TSS on the MBT termination. 
On the other hand, the identification of termination-dependent TSSs provides a platform to 
further explore rich and fascinating topological phenomena. Unlike the situation in 
MnBi2Te4 that shows a single type of termination, heterostructures with different 
terminations can be easily fabricated by exfoliating MnBi4Te7 into ultrathin films. Due to 
their distinctive topological electronic structure, interesting topological magnetoelectric 
effects can be expected [34, 35, 41]. In particular, the additional Bi2Te3 layer inserted 
between MnBi4Te7 layers strongly suppresses the interlayer AFM coupling between 
MnBi2Te4 layers. Therefore, it will be much easier to align the magnetisation in MnBi4Te7 
to form FM magnetic phase and realize low- and even zero-field QAH effect. Actually, 
magnetization measurement has revealed a FM-like ground state below 5 K (Fig. 1E) [34, 
35], in which either a magnetic Weyl semimetal or topological crystalline insulator phase 
has been predicted by ab initio calculation. The complex and intriguing magnetic ordering 
in MnBi4Te7 will provide a rich platform to investigate the interplay between magnetism 
and topological electronic structure and search for more topological magnetoelectric 
phenomena (e.g, topological phase transitions).  
Finally, our temperature-dependent measurement shows delicate electronic structure 
evolution across AFM/PM transition in MnBi4Te7. Interestingly, while the bulk bands 
show strong temperature dependence, the surface states on both terminations remain 
gapless across AFM transition and the predicted alternation of the dispersion of the TSSs 
is absent in the experiment [see Fig. 4 and the supplemental materials for details], 
resembling the dual behavior of surface and bulk bands in MnBi2Te4 [31]. However, the 
rich termination-dependent surface states provide a fecund playground to investigate the 
crucial role of the AFM ordering on the TSSs in MnBi4Te7. As observed in Fig. 4, the 
surface TSSa hybridizes with bulk CB2 in the AFM phase but is decoupled above TN. The 
dispersion of CB2 is influenced by AFM ordering via introducing overlapping with TSSa 
and thus realizes indirect modulation of the TSS near EF. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 superlattice is realized in stoichiometric single crystal 
MnBi4Te7. We observe termination-dependent, yet robust gapless TSSs, which identifies 
the topological nature of this novel superlattice compound. Interestingly, we observe strong 
modulation of the bulk bands by the AFM ordering below TN, while the TSSs unexpectedly 
show negligible temperature dependence and remain gapless across TN. Our results will 
not only help understand the novel properties of the [MnBi2Te4]m[Bi2Te3]n superlattice 
compounds, but also guide the exploration of rich topological physics in MnBi2Te4/Bi2Te3 
heterostructures. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Crystal growth 
MnBi4Te7 single crystals were grown by using the self-flux method. Mn (99.95%) and 
Bi2Te3 (99.999%) pieces were mixed together in a molar ratio of Mn : Bi2Te3 = 1:6. The 
mixture was placed into an alumina crucible and sealed in a silica tube under vacuum. The 
tube put into a furnace was slowly heated up to 700 ℃ and kept at this temperature for 
more than 30 hours. The assembly was subsequently slowly cooled to 590 ℃ at a rate of 
5 ℃/h, and then slowly cooled to 580 ℃ at a rate of 1 ℃/h. It was finally taken out of the 
furnace at 580 ℃ and was put into a high-speed centrifuge immediately to remove the 
excess flux. Clean MnBi4Te7 single crystals were thus left in the aluminium crucible.  
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 
ARPES measurements were performed at both high-resolution and Nano branches of 
beamline I05 (proposal nos. SI23648 and SI24827) in the Diamond Light Source (DLS), 
UK. The samples were cleaved in situ and measured under ultra-high vacuum below 1×10-
10 Torr at DLS. Data were collected by Scienta R4000 and DA30L analysers at HR and 
Nano branch, respectively. The total energy and angle resolutions were 15 meV and 0.2°, 
respectively.  
High-resolution laser-based ARPES measurements were performed at home-built setups 
(ℎ𝜈 = 6.994 𝑒𝑉) in ShanghaiTech and Tsinghua University. The samples were cleaved in 
situ and measured under ultra-high vacuum below 6×10-11 Torr. Data were collected by a 
DA30 analyser. The total energy and angle resolutions were 2.5 meV and 0.2°, respectively.  
First-principles calculations 
First-principles calculations were performed by density functional theory (DFT) using the 
Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package. The plane-wave basis with an energy cutoff of 350 
eV was adopted. The electron-ion interactions were modeled by the projector augmented 
wave potential and the exchange-correlation functional was approximated by the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof type generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [42]. The GGA+U 
method was applied to describe the localized 3d-orbitals of Mn atoms, for which U = 4.0 
eV was selected according to our previous tests [22]. The structural relaxation for 
optimized lattice constants and atomic positions was performed with a force criterion of 
0.01 eV/ Å and by using the DFT-D3 method to include van der Waals corrections. Spin-
orbit coupling was included in self-consistent calculations and the Monkhorst-Pack k-point 
mesh of 9× 9× 3 was adopted. Surface state calculations were performed with 
WannierTools package [43], based on the tight-binding Hamiltonians constructed from 
maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) [44]. 
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Figures and legends 
 
 
Fig. 1. Basic properties and sample characterization of MnBi4Te7 single crystal. (A) 
Schematic illustration of crystal structure (2 unit cells) of MnBi4Te7. Layered crystal 
structures, including the Te-Bi-Te-Bi-Te quintuple layer (BT), Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te 
septuple layer (MBT) as well as the cleavage planes are labelled. (B) Photos of MnBi4Te7 
single crystal after cleavage and X-ray diffraction patterns along different directions. (C) 
Angle-scan of X-ray diffraction along c-axis. (D) Zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled 
(FC, with 0.1 T magnetic field applied along the c axis) magnetization together with 
resistivity (blue curve) as functions of temperature. The blue shade indicates an 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase while the orange shade indicates the paramagnetic (PM) 
phase. (E) Full magnetic hysteresis loop of isothermal magnetization taken at 2 K for H || 
c. Hf indicates the magnetic field when the first plateau is reached. Hc indicates the 
saturated magnetic field. (F, G) AFM topography image (insets) with a respective section 
graphs of cleaved MnBi4Te7 surfaces, showing the characteristic BT, MBT and BT+MBT 
termination layers. 
 Fig. 2. The electronic structure of the BT and MBT terminations in MnBi4Te7. (A) 
Left: Schematic of the spatially resolved ARPES measurement in I05 beamline of DLS. 
Right: Sample surface mapping of ARPES intensity integrated in an energy window of ~ 
1 eV centered at 4eV below EF. Positions (1) and (2) indicate the Mn-deficient BT and Mn-
rich MBT terminations, respectively. (B) The core-level spectrum of MnBi4Te7 at positions 
(1) and (2) with the characteristic element peaks labelled. Insets are the zoomed-in plots of 
the element peaks for comparison. (C) The overall photoemission intensity along the ?̅? −
Γ̅ − ?̅? direction measured at positions (1) (i) and (2) (ii), respectively. The position of the 
Mn 3d band is labelled; Data were taken using 84 eV photons. (D) Intensity plot of stacked 
momentum distribution curves (MDCs) along the ?̅? − Γ̅ − ?̅?  direction at position (1) 
from photon-energy-dependent measurement under 20 to 86 eV near Fermi energy. The 
measurement temperature was kept at 35 K in (A)-(C) and 7 K in (D). 
 Fig. 3. Band structure of MnBi4Te7 measured with 7 eV laser and comparison with 
calculation. (A, B) Constant energy contour on the BT termination near the Fermi energy 
(A) and stacked plots at different binding energies (B). (C) Photoemission intensity on the 
BT termination along the  ?̅? − Γ̅ − ?̅? direction (i) and its second-derivative 
𝑑2𝐼
𝑑𝜔2
 plot (ii). 
Different dispersions were identified and labelled in (i). (iii) The zoom-in plot of the band 
dispersions near the Dirac point displaying gapless surface electronic structure. The red 
and green curve indicate the MDC and energy distribution curve (EDC) across the Dirac 
point, respectively. Inset: EDC across the Dirac point fitted with multi-Lorentzian peaks. 
A single EDC peak is observed near the Dirac point, confirming the gapless nature of the 
TSSs. (D) The ab-initio calculation of the projected bulk and surface electronic states along 
?̅? − Γ̅ − ?̅? direction. Different bands were labelled. (E-H) Same as (A-D), but on the 
MBT termination. The sample temperature was kept at 7.5 K for BT termination and 8.5 
K for MBT termination.  
 
 
 Fig. 4. Temperature evolution of the band structure of BT-terminated MnBi4Te7. (A, 
B) Band dispersions along the ?̅? − Γ̅ − ?̅? direction (A) and corresponding zoom-in plots 
near the Dirac point (B) showing gapless surface electronic structure at selected 
temperatures.  (C) Temperature evolution of  EDCs at Γ̅ around the Dirac point. (D) Side-
by-side comparison of the second derivative 
𝑑2𝐼
𝑑𝜔2
 plot of photoemission intensity map along 
the ?̅? − Γ̅ − ?̅? direction at 7.5 K (i), 13.5 K (ii), and 17 K (iii), respectively. Arrows 
indicate the VB1 and VB2 bands showing the most significant changes. Dashed lines 
indicate the positions of EDCs analyzed in (E, F). (E) Stacked plot of EDCs taken at kx = -
0.06 Å-1 from (A). The solid and empty black circles indicate the fitted peak positions 
corresponding to the VB1 and VB2 bands. (F) The energy positions of VB1 (blue curve) 
and VB2 (green curve) bands together with the energy difference between them (red curve) 
as functions of the temperature. Data were taken with 7 eV laser. 
 
